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We have introduced a concept of almost relative projectives (resp. injectives) in [7] (resp. [2]) which is deeply related with lifting modules [9] (resp.
extending modules [10]). When we study further those modules, we have
understood that it is necessary to generalize [2], Theorem to a case of artinian
modules. Namely, we shall give the following theorem (Theorem 2): let U
and {[/,-, //}?.i y-i be LE and artinian modules such that U is 7,-injective for
ally and U is almost £/rinjective but not Ϊ7rinjective for all i. Then U is almost
if and only if Σ , θ ^ i is an extending module.

1. Preliminaries
Let R be a ring with identity. Every module M is a unitary right i?-module.
In this paper we mainly study modules with non-zero socles. We shall denote
an injective hull and the socle of M by E(M) and Soc(M), respectively. Let N
be a submodule of M. If iVίΊiV'ΦO for any non-zero submodule N' of M,
then N is called an essential submodule of M. If every proper submodule is
essential in My then we call M a uniform module.
We start with definition of almost injective modules following [2]. We
take two i?-modules U and Uo. Let V be a submodule of U and i the inclusion.
Consider the following diagram and two conditions 1) and 2):

1) There exists h: £/->£/0
2) There exist a non-zero direct summand U' of U and h: U0->U' such
that hh—πi, where π: U-+U' is the projection of U onto U'.
UQ is called almost U-injective if the above 1) or 2) holds true for the diagram
(0) with any V and any h [2] (Uo is called U-injective if we have only 1) [1]).
We frequently use the following property:
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(§) Assume that U is indecomposable and Uo is almost t/-injective. If the h
given in (0) is not a monomorphism, the case 2) does not occur, and hence
there exists h: U->UQ with Jzi=h.
We use sometimes this property without any references.
We shall exhibit some properties dual to ones on almost relative projectives,
whose proofs are categorical. Hence we shall skip their proofs,
The following is useful in this paper.
Theorem 1 (dual to [6], Theorem 1). Let U be an indecomposable and
non-uniform module and Uo an R-module. If Uo is almost U-injective} then Uo is
U-injective.
We always assume every module contains non-zero socle unless otherwise
stated. We shall study almost relative injectivity among uniform modules with
non-zero socle.
Let U1 and U2 be uniform modules with isomorphic socles Sx and S2, respectively. If for any isomorphism / : S1-*S2, f or f"1 is extensilbe to an element in Honij^L^, U2) or in HomΛ(J72, t^), then we say that C/jΘL^ has the
extending property of simple modules (briefly EPSM). If Endje(ϊ7l ) is a local ring
for / = ! , 2 i.e., the U{ are LE modules, then this concept coincides with usual
one in [5], §9.6.
Proposition 1 (dual to [6], Proposition 2). Let E be an indecomposable
injective module and Uly U2 submodules of E. Assume that either Uι or U2 is
artiΐtian. Then Ux is almost U2-injective if and only if i): ]{T)U2dU1 and ii):
Uλ®U2 has EPSM, where T=ΈnάR(E). In this case if Ux is not U2-injective,
then U2 is U^injective.
REMARK 1. In Proposition 1, if we assume Uλ(zU2, we know that the assumption of "artinian" is superfluous for the first half. If U{ does not contain
a simple socle for / = 1 , 2, Uλ®U2 trivially have EPSM. Let Z be the ring of
integers. Then U1=U2=Z trivially satisfy i) and ii) in Proposition 1. However Z is not almost Z-injective as Z-modules.

Proposition 2 (dual to [8], Proposition 1). Let Uo, Ux and U2 be Rmodules and Ulf U2 indecomposable. Assume that Uo is almost U^injective, but
not Ui-injective. Then 1): if Uo is U2-t7ijective} Uι is U2-injective. 2): If Uo is
almost U2-injective, but not U2-injective, then we obtain the following fact: i); if
Socίf/^φSocί^), Uλ is U2-injective and ii); if 0φSoc(ί/ 1 )^Soc(ϋ7 2 ), then Ux
is almost U2-injective {and U2 is almost Urinjective) if and only if U^Uz has
EPSM.
2. Main theorem
In this section we shall give the main theorem which is a generalization
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of [2], Theorem.
Lemma 1 (dual to [6], Proposition 5). Let Uo, Ux and U2 be R-modules
with non-zero socle. Assume that ί): Uι and U2 are LE modules, it): Uo is almost
Urinjective but not Urinjective and Hi): Uo is almost U^U^injective. Further assume that there exists an isomorphism fof a simple sub-factor module V2\Vι
of U2 onto a simple submodule of Uv Then f is extensible to an element f: £/2-» Ux
(or f'1 is extensible to an elemerd / ' : Uι-^U2> in this case V2=ϋ).
Corollary. Let Uo, Uι and U2 be as in Lemma 1 and satisfy z), it) and Hi)
in Lemma 1. Then Ux is almost U2-injective.
Proof. If Uo is [/2-injective, U1 is ?72-injective by Proposition 2. Hence
we may assume that Uo is almost C72-injective, but not £/2-injective. Further
we may assume from Proposition 2 and Theorem 1 that Soc(C/1)Λ?Soc(ί72) is
simple. It is clear from Lemma 1 that [^©L^ has EPSM. Hence Uλ is almost C72-injective by Proposition 2.
Lemma 2. Let Ux and U2 be artinίan and uniform modules with isomorphic
socles. Assume that U2 is almost U^injective. If an isomorphism f of S1=Soc
(t/j) onto S2=Soc(U?) is extensible to an element F: U1->U2} then U2 is Uxinjectίve.
Proof. Let£: S1->S2 be any isomorphism. Since U2 is almost l
g is extensible to G: Uι->ZJ2 or g"1 is extensible to G': Ut-^U^ We assume
the latter case. Then G'F is an endomorphism of l^ and GΎ\Sι=g~1f\S1
is
an isomorphism. Hence G'F is a monomorphism, and so an isomorphism,
since U1 is artinian. Therefore Gf is an isomorphism, and hence G'~ι is an
extension of g. We shall show that U2 is L^-injective. Take any diagram with
Vx a submodule of U1:

\h
Assume that h is a monomorphism. Then h \ Sλ is extensible to H: Uj-* U2 from
the initial part. Since ker (h-Hi)nSly there exists h: Uι-^U2 with hi=h—Hiy
and hence h = (h-\-H)i. If h is not a monomorphism, then we obtain h':
Uι~*-U2 with ϊί'i—h by definition.
Let {t/J-i.i be a set of artinian and uniform modules with Soc(ί7;)=*S'f as
in Lemma 2. Assume that [/,- is almost [/,-injective for any pair (i,j). If an
isomorphism of Sx onto S2 is extensible to F: Uι-^ΊJ2> we denote it by U^Uz.
Then if Uι^U2 and f72< Uu U^U2 from the above proof. Hence the relation
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^defines a total order on the isomorphism classes of {£/,}, and £/,>£/, is equivalent to Ui being [/;-injective. We give one more remark. Let {^4,} be a set
of uniform modules wiih isomorphic socles. Then we may assume that the A{
are submodules of E=Έ(A1). If A{ is ^4Γinjective, A^A{
(cf. [3], Lemma 9).
Hence if we assume that for every pair (i.j) either A{ is i4y-injective or Aj is Ar
injective, then {A{} is linearly ordered with respect to inclusion. Further if
A ZϊAj, A{ is ^-injective by assumption.
We remember here the definition of extending modules [10]. Let X be
an jR-module. If for any submodule Y of -X", there exists a direct decomposition of X such that X=XιφX2
and Xx is an essential extension of Y, then X
is called an extending module [10].
Let {!),•}?«i be a set of indecomposable i?-modules and Uo an l?-modυle.
Assume that Uo is almost 2 t ©DΓinjective. Then Uo is almost DΓinjective for
all i (cf. [2]). We shall divide {Df} into two disjoint parts (Di} = {Uj} U {/*}
as follows:
(*) 1) Uo is /^-injective for all k.
2) Uo is almost Ϊ7y-injective but not C/y-injecΐive for all j .
We note that all Uj are uniform Theorem 1. The following theorem is a
generalization of [2], Theorem.
Theorem 2. Let Uo be an R-module, {Ϊ7 ; ; Ik}%u A-I a set of R-modules
satisfying (*). Assume that the Uj are L E R-modules for all j . If Uo is almost

(Σy-iθ^y)θ(Σ?-iθΛ)-m7^^

then

assume further that the Uj are artinian.

Σy-iθf/

is an extending module. We

Then the converse is true.

Proof. The first part is clear from Corollary to Lemma 1 and [3], Theorem
4. Conversely, we assume that Σ y - i θ ^ y is a n extending module. If Soc
([/ 0 )=0, n = 0 for the Uj are artinian, and Theorem 2 is clear by [1]. Hence
we may assume Soc(£/0)Φθ. Now U{ is almost Γ/y-injective by [3], Theorem
4 (ίφ/). Put I = Σ Γ - i θ / * , l / = Σ J - i θ t f y and W=U®L
Take any diagram
with row exact:

\h

We shall show
(1) either a): there exists It: W-* Uo with hi=h or b): there exist an non-zero
indecomposable direct summand U{ of W and h': U0-+UΊ with π{ i=
h'h, where π{: W-* U{ is the projection.
Since our proof is very long, we shall divide it into several steps.
Step 1 Reduction. Taking a complement of V in W, we may assume from
the proof of Theorem in [2] that
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V is essential in W.

Step 2 Refinement of diagrams. Put Ϊ7—J7y=t/ 1 0
and V(=- U{ (Ί P. Consider three diagrams:

(2-j)

(2-j*)

0t7y.1®t7y+1φ —0t/β

u.J-y^O
ih\V,
u- u, 1- (u- Uj) n v <- o

and
(2-j**)

I l-lΓW'-O
(cf. [2], (2-ft) in p. 689)

l/β

Since ί70 is 7t-injective, there exists always hji I~*-Uo with A/*' |(/(Ί F ) = A |
(/nΓ)by[l].
Step 3 Existence ofhji Uj->U0for all j.

First we shall show under (#) that

(3) if there exists h}: £/_,->£/0 in (2-j) such that hj(i\ Vj)=h\Vj for eachj, then
there exists hυ\ U-+Uo such that hυ{i|(C/Π V))==h\(UΠ V). Hence there
exists %: W->U0 with Aί=Λ, i.e. (l)-a)).
Using [2], Lemma C, we can prove (3) in a similar manner to step 3 in [8] by
induction on n, the number of direct summands U{.
Step 4 Existence of hj: t/ 0 -* Uj for some j. From Step 3 the following case
remains: for some / there exist no homomorphisms Ay: ?7;~>ί70 with hj(i\ Vj)=
h I Fy, and hence
there exists hj\ UQ-^Uj with hj(h\Vj)=i\Vj9 i.e.
(4)

U^Vi+Ό

\ih\Vx
is commutath^e.
Under the assumption (4) we shall show that we obtain the second half b) in
(1). We pick one E/g / in the set U consisting of all the Uj satisfying (4), and
take the subset T={Uk' \Soc(Uk^)^Soc(U^)} of U. Now we finally choose a
largest one in T with respect to the relation ^ given after Lemma 2, say L^.
Then Uγ is l/y-injective for any Uj (Φ ΪΛ) in T by Lemma 2.
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Here we fix Uι and %u i.e.

(4')

l/.i-^—
\ih\V,

h

υ

is commutative.
Step 5-1) m=0. We assume W=U. Then we shall show the following (5)
by induction on p under the assumption (#) and (4').
There exists a new direct decomposition of Wp-=^Uι

(5)

is commutative,
where π{{p): Wp->lJλ is the projection with respect to the second decomposition of Wp.
Here we assume temporarily that Step 5-1) is completed.
Step 5-2) wΦO. We shall show the following (5') again by induction on p
under the assumption (#), (4') and Step 5-1).
(5')

There exists a new direct decomposition of Wp = L^©•••©[/„©/]
/, = t/i®(ff 2 θ

θί7«®7iθ

®^)) such that

If we take WP=W in (5) or (5'), then we obtain b) of (1). Now if p=l in Step
5-1), then (4') is nothing but (5). Further Step 5-1) is similar to Step 5-2),
and hence we may show them in the cases p=n and p—m. By X we denote Un
if m=0 (resp. Im if wΦO). Put
(6)

g = nih: F-* Uly W* = PF-X.

Step 6 iVew decompositions by induction. We may show (5) and (5') on WP=W
under the assumption that W% satisfies (5) and (5'). Namely we obtain a new
direct decomposition of W* by induction hypothesis
(7)

WΓ*=ϋ1θ(f/ίθ
=

tfiθCI/ίθ

θί/.-, / ) if

m = 0 or

θtfίθ/ίθ

θ W )

if
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and a commutative diagram:
(7')

where zrί: WV-*C/i is the projection with respect to the direct decompotition
above, i.e.,

We fix the direct decomposition of W* (7). Using (7) we have a decomposition W=W*(BX.
We consider the diagram:

(8)

χl

uυ

g\(xnv)

Step 7 Existence ΐtx: X-^U^ We divide the argument into two cases in (8).
Step 7-1)
X=Un(m=0).
i) X&T. Since t/0 is almost X-injective, we have the following two cases.
i-1) There exists h'x: X-*U0 which makes the following diagram commutative:

h'x\lh\(Xf)V)
Uo
Putting %x=hi h'x, we obtain
hx:X^Ux

with

hxi\(X(λV)=g\(Xf)V).

i-2) There exists h'x: U0-*X satisfying (4). Since X<£T,
from the definition of T. Hence Ux is -XΓ-injective by Proposition 2, and so there
exists
hx:X^Ux

in (8) with hxi\(XnV) = g\(Xf]V).

ii) JΓ.e T. From the choice of Ux and Lemma 2 U1 is X-injective. Hence
we are in the same situation as in i-2).
Step 7-2) X=Im.
Then Ux is -SΓ-injective by Proposition 2. Thus in any
cases we obtain
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hx:X^Ux

with

hxi\(Xf]V)=g\(Xf]V).

Step 8 Final decomposition We shall apply [2], the proof of Lemma C to (7')
and (9) (use the assumption (#) and note the definition of fl in [2], ρ.689).
Taking πΊ®hx: W=W*(&X-+Uly we can get a homomorphism hx: X-*ΊJX such
that
(10)

g=

πί®(hx+k)\V

from [2], the proof of Lemma C (cf. / in p. 690). Put
X{-hx-h't)={-hx
(y)-h'x(y)+y \y^X} and PF=ί7 i e(ί7 2 e ..)θ^(-A Λ -Aί) Let «x be the
projection of W onto U} with respect to the above decomposition. We shall
show
(5) and (5')

i\V

7tl

= g = f1h.

Let 0* and θx be the projections of W onto W* and X with respect to W=W*®
X, respectively. Put V*=Θ*(V) and VX=ΘX(V). Then for any element v in
V we have v=v*-\-vx, where Ϊ ) * G F * and υx^Vx.
Further v=v*-\-(hx(vx)+
h'x{vx))+(-hx(vx)-h'x(vx)+vx\
where v*+hx(vx)+h(vx)tΞW*
and -hx{yx)-h'x
x
x
x
x
(v )+v ϊΞX(-hx-h'x).
Hence ^{v)=^(v*)+hx(v )+h'x(v ).
Since JΓJ WV=
πί\W*, ^(v)=^(v*)+hx(vx)+h'x(;v)=g(v)
from (10).
Corollary 1. Let Uo, {Ujy Ik} be modules satisfying (*) as in Theorem 2.
We assume further that Soc(£/;.)Φθ/or all j and that for every pair (i,j) either U{
is Uj-injective or Uj is Urinjective (e.g. Soc(Z7f )φSoc(f/y)). Then Uo is almost
if and only if Σ y θ ^ ά an extending module
Proof. We note that in the above proof we used only once the assumption,
artinian, in Step 4. However it is available to use the same argument in Step
4 from the remark before Theorem 2. Hence the proof is clear from the proof
of Theorem 2.
Corollary 2 ([2], Theorem). Let {t/0, ί/JJ.i be LE, artinian and uniform
modules. Then UQ is almost Σi0f^rinjective if and only if
1) Uo is almost Urinjective for all i.
2) For any pair Uiy Uj (i^j) either Uo is simultaneously t/, and Uj-injecor Ui®Uj has EPSM.
Proof. From Proposition 2 and the assumptions 1) and 2) we know that
if Uo is not C/fc-injective for h—i}jy then Ug and Uj are almost relative injective
each other, i.e., U^Uj is an extending module. Hence Uo is almost Σ θ ^ r
injective by Theorem 2 and [3], Theorem 4. Conversely if Uo is almost Σ , θ
t/rinjective, we have trivially 1). If Uo is not C/rinjective, then L/f. is almost
t/y-injective by Corollary to Lemma 1, Hence Ui®Uj has EPSM.
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REMARK. The second part of the proof of Theorem 2 is categrical. Hence
it is available to get a dual version for almost relative projectives.
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